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The philosophy of theÂ Dreams of Gaia TarotÂ is simple: to seek, to feel, to grow, to heal.Â This
deck will strengthen your connection to your divine self, while helping you to identify and heal past
experiences that hold you back from living to your fullest potential. Learn to recognise when times of
growth and change are approaching, and face them with confidence and a sense of anticipation.
Learn when to take action, and when to be still. Learn to trust in your intuition. By offering structure
in the form of a major and minor arcana like that of past tarots, but combining them with bold new
archetypes, symbology, and meanings more suited to the present, theÂ Dreams of Gaia
TarotÂ allows for a more personal, intimate, and effective system for using cards as a roadmap to
navigate your life path. Embark on this extraordinary journey of undoing, of being, and becoming,
and be inspired by the knowledge that all that manifests in your future is born of choices you make
today.
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I was so excited to receive this deck after pre-ordering it back in early June. It was frustrating to
hear from friends who just ordered it this week on a whim that they received theirs before me but I
finally got mine today.What a strange disappointment. While the art of Ravynne is undeniably
beautiful, the production quality is inexplicably poor. And I mean that literally - I can't explain some
of these issues logically:1. I opened the shrink wrapped sturdy outer box to find the inner box
corners mysteriously ripped/crushed and all of the card corners bent.2. The card stock is VERY thin
(I don't know what kind of decks these other reviewers are used to using but these would NOT hold
up very long to regular readings). This would explain not only the bent corners in the cutting process

but also some cards having creases in them toward the top - probably indentations from misaligned
cards in the production process (yes, that's how thin the card stock is).3. The lack of any design on
the back, other than a thin yellow line, makes the completely misaligned trimming job all the more
obvious. The margins on one side are much bigger than the other on quite a number of the cards.4.
There are also some cards that have a weird problem with the black finish that makes them appear
to have grey spots and you can also feel rough patches on some of the cards amidst the ostensibly
completely slick finish on both sides.5. Most perplexing of all is that a handful of cards *in the middle
of the deck* had really bad water damage along the bottom (some, all the way up through the very
large titles)! I have no earthly idea how this could happen prior to packaging/quality control.

Amazing! The artwork is so powerful, using words to describe it seems futile. The rich color
saturation, depth, detail, and black background draws you in to the images. You can actually feel
the intensity of the pictures as you gaze at them while your mind and soul absorb the energy
through your eyes. As a work of art this deck is unmatched, completely unique, and penetrating.This
is not your mothers Tarot! While this completely innovative system does not follow the traditional
Tarot, there is a logic that follows a path of progression that is very easy to understand. Although
the system is different and will require some study, I was able yield an accurate and insightful
reading right away. With a 308 page accompanying book you have plenty of guidance to help you
understand the intention behind each card. There are notes on how to interpret the majors from a
past, present, and future perspective while the minors have an additional note on potential
blockages. What the artist has not done is tell you exactly what the imagery itself means, giving you
the reader an opportunity to experience your own intuitive guidance. I've not seen many deck
creators who are also the artist, and that in itself sets this one apart from other decks.The cards are
the perfect size in order to show the detail of the art while still being manageable for even my small
hands. The stock is pretty sturdy with a glossy finish and gilded edges. I find myself wishing,
however, that there was an image on the back rather than just the black background with a gold
border. While this looks fine as a "less is more" contemporary style, I find it picks up finger prints
that are noticeable on the glossy finish.I can't say enough good things about this deck.
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